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1. INTRODUCTION
BACKGROUND
At its April 2018 regulatory meeting in Anchorage, the Alaska Board of Fisheries (board) will consider an
emergency petition submitted by the Mt. Yenlo Fish and Game Advisory Committee (AC) for the Upper
Yentna River subsistence fishery in the Cook Inlet Management Area (Figure 1). The petition asks the
board to revise its customary and traditional (C&T) use determination for salmon in the Yentna River to
add king salmon to the positive C&T finding, alleging that the board made an error when it revised the
finding in 2011. The petition also asks the board to adopt regulations allowing the harvest of king salmon
(also called Chinook salmon) in the Upper Yentna River subsistence fishery. In 1998, the board made a
positive C&T determination for salmon in the Yentna River pursuant to Alaska Statute 16.05.258. All
five species of Alaska salmon are found in the Yentna River: Chinook salmon (Oncorhynchus
tshawytscha), sockeye salmon (O. nerka), pink salmon (O. gorbuscha), chum salmon (O. keta), and coho
salmon (O. kisutch). Also in 1998, the board adopted regulations for a subsistence fishery for salmon in a
portion of the Yentna River that prohibited the retention of king salmon. In 2011, the board modified the
1998 C&T determination to explicitly exclude king salmon from the positive finding.
For consideration of the emergency petition at the April 2018 meeting, the department has summarized
C&T information in this report focusing on Yentna River king salmon from two sources. First, this
summary lists the harvest and use information about Yentna River king salmon available to the board at
its February 1998 and February 2011 meetings, primarily derived from the ethnographic and
ethnohistorical literature as reported in the C&T worksheet for Yentna River salmon prepared for the
February 1998 meeting. The board may apply this information in determining if the revision to the C&T
finding was made in error. Second, we have added more recent additional information [collected by the
Division of Subsistence since 2011, and primarily summarized in Holen et al. 2014 for the 2012 data year
(also referred to as Technical Paper No. 385)], indicated as underlined text. The board may find this
information useful if it determines an error was made and that the C&T finding should be reevaluated.
Information from the C&T worksheet available to the board for the February 1998 meeting for
considering if an error was made appears as normal text. This information has been organized by the eight
C&T criteria found in regulation at 5 AAC 99.010. This document is not intended to be a complete C&T
worksheet about all Upper Yentna salmon but rather a highlighting of information about uses of Yentna
River king salmon to assist the board’s evaluation of the emergency petition for the Upper Yentna River
subsistence fishery. Appendices A–D provide additional pertinent quotations, summarized information,
and historical documents related to the board’s deliberations on the customary and traditional uses of
Yentna River salmon in 1998 and 2011.
Details about the board’s previous regulatory actions regarding C&T determinations and subsistence
regulations for Yentna River salmon have also been provided in ADF&G staff comments on the petition
and are in Appendix E (RC 8).
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2. THE EIGHT CRITERIA
CRITERION 1: LENGTH AND CONSISTENCY OF USE
A long-term consistent pattern of noncommercial taking, use, and reliance on the fish stock or game
population that has been established over a reasonable period of time of not less than one
generation, excluding interruption by circumstances beyond the user’s control, such as
unavailability of the fish or game caused by migratory patterns.


Oral history information mentions early runs of salmon under ice; the kinds of fish used; and oral
traditions about salmon runs (tapes of oral history interviews conducted by the Division of
Subsistence in the 1980s which were indexed in RC 115 submitted for the Feb. 1998 meeting;
also Special Publication No. BOF 2011-01)



The C&T worksheet prepared for 1996 board references king salmon, noting (RC 115 Feb.
1998/Special Publication No. BOF 2011-01):
o

The preface notes king salmon as an Upper Cook Inlet stock, uses of which are described
in the worksheet: “…early and late run Chinook salmon….”

o

Text under Criteria 1 notes that in 1982 king salmon were harvested by 44.1% of
Skwentna households and are one of the three most frequently harvested species (Table
1).

o

Text under Criteria 1 further notes in 1984 king salmon were harvested by 68.8% of
Skwentna households. They were the most harvested species.

o

Text under Criteria 1 notes that the sport harvest in the Yentna River (all participants)
from 1989-1994 was about half king salmon.



King salmon was the sixth ranked resource in pounds per capita and fifth by the percentage of
household resource use in Skwentna in 2012 (Table 6-5 in Holen et al. 2014).



From Technical Paper (TP) 385 (Holen et al. 2014)
o

“Salmon are one of the most important wild resources used by Skwentna residents for
subsistence, especially sockeye salmon, coho salmon, and Chinook salmon.” (pg 276)

o

“For Skwentna residents, salmon composed 34% of the wild resource harvest in pounds
usable weight in 2012 (Figure 6-4). The composition of the salmon harvest was as
follows: 47% coho salmon (1,562 lb, or 25 lb per capita); 41% sockeye salmon (1,362 lb,
or 22 lb per capita); 7% Chinook salmon (234 lb, or 4 lb per capita); 4% chum salmon
(137 lb, or 2 lb per capita); and 2% pink salmon (62 lb, or 1 lb per capita) (Table 6-4).”
(pg 249)

o

“During 2012, 73% of households reported using coho salmon, 67% of households
reported using sockeye salmon, and 60% of households reported using Chinook salmon.”
(pg 249)

o

“The majority of the salmon harvest effort by Skwentna households was directed toward
coho salmon, sockeye salmon, and Chinook salmon. Of the 63% of households that
attempted to harvest coho salmon and the 53% of households that attempted to harvest
sockeye salmon, all were successful. However, out of the 50% of households that
attempted to harvest Chinook salmon, only 43% were successful.” (pg 252)

Table 5 compares survey results from Skwentna from 1982, 1984, and 2012 regarding uses and harvests
of each of the five salmon species available locally as well as salmon in combination.
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CRITERION 2: SEASONALITY
A pattern of taking or use recurring in specific seasons of each year.


Summary index of oral history tapes in RC 115 Feb. 1998/Special Publication No. BOF 2011-01):
o



Index of oral history content contains notes regarding fishing for king salmon with nets.

C&T worksheet prepared for the 1996 board references timing of harvests for king salmon (RC
115 Feb. 1998/Special Publication No. BOF 2011-01):
o

Criteria 2: notes “King salmon are taken in early June into July….”


Seasonal round figure shows king salmon harvests from May to August.



“…on June 10 Bill [Link] caught 14 salmon in his net on mouth of fish creek.” (Joseph Delia
affidavit referencing Bill Link 1935 diary for 1997 Payton lawsuit [Joseph Delia affidavit
referencing Bill Link 1935 diary for 1997 Payton case (RC89 for 1998 board)].



“During May and June Chinook salmon are caught by rod and reel under sport fishing
regulations.” (TP 385; pg 240-247)1.



“By July 15 the kings are very red and few in number” (Samantha Oslund, ADF&G Fishery
Biologist II, personal communication April 13, 2018).

CRITERION 3: MEANS AND METHODS OF HARVEST
A pattern of taking or use consisting of methods and means of harvest that are characterized by
efficiency and economy of effort and cost.


The 1996 worksheet did not provide specific information for king salmon.



“We never heard of subsistance [sic] in those times, just got our fish as fast as we could – when
the run was new and the fish fresh and in numbers that warranted the canning and smoking
process” [Joseph Delia affidavit referencing Bill Link 1935 diary for 1997 Payton Case (RC89 for
1998 board)].



“There is a local need that needs to be faced. Even if they want to people don’t have time to
sport-fish for their winter needs. There is a lot to do before Ole Man Winter blows and a short
summer to accomplish it in. People want to get their fish when they’re bright and fresh and in
numbers worth operating a smokehouse or canning process so they can get on with their work”
[Joseph Delia affidavit referencing Bill Link 1935 diary for 1997 Payton Case (RC89 for 1998
board)].



TP 385: “In 2012, rod and reel gear was used to harvest an estimated 70% of the salmon harvest
weight, fish wheels were used to harvest about 28% of the salmon harvest weight, and gillnets
were used to harvest about 2% of the salmon harvest weight during the study year (Table 6-6)”
(pg 249).

1 Note that this is before the July 15 opening date for fishing with fish wheels.
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CRITERION 4: GEOGRAPHIC AREAS
The area in which the noncommercial, long-term, and consistent pattern of taking, use, and
reliance upon the fish stock and game population has been established.


The 1996 worksheet did not provide any specific location data for king salmon, just for “salmon.”



“Chinook salmon were harvested in the Susitna River, Yentna and Skwentna rivers and the
tributaries of Hayes River and Lake Creek. Chum salmon and pink salmon were harvested by fish
wheels on the Yentna River” (see Table 4 and Fig. 2) (TP385; pg 249).



“During the 2012 study year, Skwentna respondents reported harvesting coho salmon in the
Yentna River, Skwentna River and tributaries, the Talachulitna River, Eightmile Creek, and Lake
Creek. Sockeye salmon were harvested in the Yentna River, Lake Creek, and Shell Lake (Figure
6-6)” (TP385; pg 249)..

CRITERION 5: MEANS OF HANDLING, PREPARING, PRESERVING, AND STORING
A means of handling, preparing, preserving, and storing fish or game that has been traditionally
used by past generations, but not excluding recent technological advances where appropriate.


The 1998 worksheet and supporting documents did not offer any specific information about king
salmon for this criterion.



“…By June 15 he [Bill Link] had 115 [salmon] cut and hung in his smokehouse” [Joseph Delia
affidavit referencing Bill Link 1935 diary for 1997 Payton Case (RC89 for 1998 board)].

CRITERION 6: INTERGENERATIONAL TRANSMISSION OF KNOWLEDGE, SKILLS,
VALUES, AND LORE
A pattern of taking or use that includes the handing down of knowledge of fishing or hunting skills,
values, and lore from generation to generation.


Payton Affidavit (RC 93 at February 1998 meeting):
o

Page 2. “I have been given the knowledge of the customs and traditions of the
subsistence uses of fish (including all five species of salmon) and game, the skills, and
the values and lore of the Skwentna area by residents who have passed such knowledge
down from previous generations. . . The skills handed down include the methods of
harvest, fish wheel, gill net, dip net, traps and the like as well as the locations of fish
camps and the ways of preservation of the salmon resource, which include drying,
salting, smoking, pickeling, jarring and canning.”

o

Note that in his affidavit, Mr. Payton generally refers to “salmon” or “the salmon
resource” and rarely refers to specific species.

CRITERION 7: DISTRIBUTION AND EXCHANGE
A pattern of taking, use, and reliance where the harvest effort or products of that harvest are
distributed or shared, including customary trade, barter, and gift-giving.


The 1996 worksheet and supporting documents from the 1998 meeting did not include any
information specific to king salmon, just “salmon.”



TP 385:
o

“During 2012, 90% of Skwentna households used salmon, 77% harvested salmon, 37%
shared salmon, and 50% reported receiving salmon (Table 6-4). Coho salmon (73%
6

using), sockeye salmon (67%), and Chinook salmon (60%) were the primary salmon
species used by Skwentna residents” (TP385; pg 249).
o

Many of the households that harvested salmon shared their catch with other Skwentna
households (33% of households reported receiving sockeye salmon, 27% of households
reported receiving Chinook salmon, and 23% of households reported receiving coho
salmon)” (TP385; pg252).

CRITERION 8: DIVERSITY OF RESOURCES IN AN AREA; ECONOMIC, CULTURAL,
SOCIAL, AND NUTRITIONAL ELEMENTS
A pattern that includes taking, use, and reliance for subsistence purposes upon a wide variety of
fish and game resources and that provides substantial economic, cultural, social, and nutritional
elements of the subsistence way of life.


C&T worksheet prepared for 1996 board references king salmon on several occasions (RC 115
Feb. 1998/Special Publication No. BOF 2011-01):
o



Criteria 8: notes all five species of salmon comprised 24.9 percent of the wild food
harvest.

TP 385:
o

“Although the study found evidence of a long-term pattern of harvest and use of wild
resources, many participants reported that their wild resource uses and harvests have
changed over their lifetimes and in the last 5 years. This is especially true of salmon
harvests with the decline of Chinook salmon abundance in the Susitna River Basin.
Residents continue to harvest wild resources locally while also taking advantage of
opportunities to travel to other areas in Alaska to harvest wild foods. Many residents
expressed the desire to continue to harvest wild resources locally, regardless of changes
in abundance of resources and the increase in the population of Southcentral Alaska over
time” (TP385; pg 336).

o

In 2012, Skwentna residents harvested 9,966 lb of wild foods, 161.2 lb per person (TP385
pg 239).
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Table 3.– Estimated harvests and uses of fish, Skwentna, 2012
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Table 4.– Estimated percentages of salmon harvested by gear type, resource, and total salmon harvest,
Skwentna, 2012
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1982
Percentage of households
Using king salmon
Fishing for king salmon
Harvesting king salmon
Receiving king salmon
Giving away king salmon
Estimated harvests
Total number king salmon
Number of king salmon per HH
Total pounds of king salmon
Pounds of king salmon per HH
Percentage of households
Using salmon
Fishing for salmon
Harvesting salmon
Receiving salmon
Giving salmon

1984

2012

44.1%

68.8%

60.0%
50.0%
43.3%
26.7%
16.7%

156
3.7
2,808
66.2

76
2.1
1,368
37.1

25
327
6.7

85.3%

78.1%

90.0%
76.7%
76.7%
50.0%
36.7%

Estimated harvests
Total number salmon
Number of salmon per HH
Total pounds of salmon
Pounds of salmon per HH

1,351
31.8
8,116
191.0

654
17.7
4,097
110.8

704
20.1
3,356
95.9

King salmon as percentage of total salmon harvest
% of number of salmon
% of pounds of salmon

11.5%
34.6%

11.6%
33.4%

3.5%
9.7%

7.6%

7.3%

3.3%

38*

32

35

King salmon as percentage of total resource harvest

Estimated total households

Table 5.– Harvest and uses of king salmon
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Figure 1.– Total area used by Upper Yentna River Area residents to harvest resources, and areas used to
harvest salmon
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Figure 2.– Skwentna harvest of wild resources, Chinook salmon, 2012
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APPENDIX A.– EXCERPTED & SUMMARIZED INFORMATION FROM THE BOARD
OF FISHERIES MEETINGS PERTAINING TO THE CUSTOMARY AND
TRADITIONAL USE DETERMINATIONFOR THE YENTNA RIVER
Following is selected information from Alaska Board of Fisheries meetings in 1996, 1998, and 2011
pertaining to the customary and traditional use determinations for Yentna River salmon.


1996 board
o

Board 1995/96 proposals for Cook Inlet & Kodiak/Chignik Areas Finfish


Proposal 150 submitted by Skwentna Subsistence Resource Council (pg 108) to
establish a subsistence fishery in a portion of the Yentna River:




The board declined to revise the negative C&T determination for salmon, but
modified Proposal 150 to create a personal use fish wheel fishery.



Staff comments Feb. 7, 1996 (pg 7):




Recognized that the proposal was to establish fish wheels as legal gear
for harvesting “salmon other than king salmon” in a subsistence fishery.

1998 board
o

RC133 Subsistence and Personal Use Committee 2/10/98: Summary


Court decision (remand): board may not disqualify applicants regarding Criterion
3 simply because the methods were prohibited by regulation.2



“Advisory Panel Recommendation: Consensus to approve a subsistence fishery
configured with the same regulations as the existing personal use fishery if the
board adopts a positive c&t finding”.






Item (5) of the proposal: “King salmon and Rainbow trout must be
released.”

“Payton [Tom Payton, committee member]: would like to use Fish
Wheels, 16 hour openings, mandatory call in of catch, 2,500 fish cap
(two wheels operated this year). Season July 15-July 31 (this is what is in
use currently in the PU fishery).”

“Board Committee recommendation: Consensus to support a positive c&t finding
for salmon stocks of the area; support advisory panel recommendations regarding
subsistence regulations.”

2011 board
o

No ANS options that included king salmon were presented by Division of Subsistence,
because regulations since 1998 had prohibited the retention of king salmon in the
subsistence fishery.

o

Proposal 103 deliberation by board (see also transcribed extracts, below).

2 Note: it appears this would hold true for species as well— the board could not find a negative C&T finding for king salmon just because harvest
was prohibited by regulations.
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The board did not review justification (if any) from 1998 to prohibit the retention
of king salmon when the C&T finding was for “salmon.”



The Alaska Department of Law (DOL) expressed concern with the 1998 C&T
finding being for all salmon, and with regulations adopted by the board in 1998
that excluded king salmon, stating that these two regulatory actions are not
“consistent.”—DOL advised board to either exclude king salmon from the C&T
finding or allow retention of king salmon—see transcript below.



Narrative of Subsistence and Commercial Fishing Committee report regarding
Proposal 103:


Notes under Support: “This fishery only targets sockeye salmon. King
salmon and trout must be released.”

Transcriptions
February 1998 board
Following are selected quotations (in quotation marks) or summaries of statements from board members
or staff at the February 1998 Alaska Board of Fisheries meeting pertaining to the customary and
traditional determination as it related to salmon of the Yentna River.
JF. James Fall, ADF&G
JW. John White, chair, Alaska Board of Fisheries
LE. Larry Engel, Board of Fisheries
VU. Virgil Umphenour, Board of Fisheries
Selected transcripts from Tape 24
[Note: several board members reference a committee discussion of the prior day; this discussion was not
recorded.]
[A board member makes a motion to adopt a positive C&T.]
[JF: Discussion of “stocks” the board is considering for the C&T finding, shows map in RC 115. Salmon
stocks are to the west of the nonsubsistence area along the Yentna River. Refers to RC 115 as C&T
worksheets, one from 1980s and second from 1996. Advises board to see RC 133 committee report, page
5 and page 6, comparing worksheets. Also cites several other RCs; RC 131 is excerpts from oral history
tapes. These were discussed in committee.]
LE: “Do we have RC 149 [substitute language from committee report] before us?”
JW: “Yes we do sir”.
LE: “OK, then I move that we find the customary and traditional use of the Yentna River salmon stocks
relative to the language that is now before us, Mr. Chair.”
VU: “Second”.
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[JF goes through 8 criteria; references “area in which the stocks occur:” these are the stocks the board is
considering. References Figure 2 in C&T worksheet.]
[Discussion under Criterion 2:]
JF: “The historical record shows that the salmon species of this area have been harvested when they
became available locally.” [Refers to Figure 3 in the worksheet, the seasonal round chart, that includes
king salmon.]
VU: “People catch what they can to eat it when it’s there.”
[Discussion under Criterion 4]:
[JF refers to map and states people fished near their homes.]
[Discussion under Criterion 5]:
LE: “I find that the fish stocks of that area have been consumed, preserved, and utilized in a manner
consistent with Criterion 5.”
[Discussion under Criterion 6]:
[LE recalls that people shared knowledge of “the fishery resources” in the area with him in 1960/61].
Selected transcripts from Tape 25
[The board and department discussed an amount reasonably necessary for “salmon”.]
LE: States that the committee suggested the board follow personal use (PU) regulations for the
subsistence fishery. Notes that Tom Payton (local resident and member of the committee) said a
subsistence fishery like the PU fishery would “provide reasonable access to the resource.”
[The board was referred to page 11 of RC 133, which was substitute language for the subsistence
regulations, based on personal use regulations.]
[LE stated his intent to use the personal use fishery regulations, the two years [1996 and 1997] the PU
fishery was open, as a guide for levels of harvest and performance for the subsistence fishery.]
LE: “2,500 salmon are reasonable amount to provide for that use.”
JW: “The next question before us is whether the current subsistence regulations for this stock provide a
reasonable opportunity for subsistence users and whether or not there are existing regulations that
demonstrate that.”
[JF explains there are no current subsistence regulations and that the committee suggested using PU
regulations.]
JW: [to staff] “Does the present PU fishery provide the numbers of fish necessary for the subsistence
fishery?”
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[JF answered that it was for the board to determine, and that the topic was discussed in committee. He
said the committee said PU regulations looked like a good place to start for the subsistence fishery.]
[JW referred to the 2,500 salmon cap in the PU regulations that the board had just adopted for the
subsistence fishery and asked:] “so if the PU fishery becomes a subsistence fishery, then we will have
embraced that. Is that correct? Is there any objection? Do we have consensus on this?”
VU: “ I just wanted to point out that these fish wheels are equipped with live boxes and they’re pitching
the king salmon and the rainbow trout back in the river, live. I just wanted to point that out.”
LE: “I’d just like to add another piece of information that we learned from our stakeholders in our
committee, that all four species of salmon [Note: LE was referring to sockeye, chum, pink, and coho
salmon] are available and are being caught during this [time], from the current PU fishery. Some of the
participants prefer chum salmon, some prefer silvers or some combination; and so, there is a variety of
species there available to accommodate a diverse use of the salmon resources, Mr. Chairman, and we
heard that in committee.”
JW: “Now let’s get it straight here with Law and all three of the divisions. Is there any clarity we need in
our findings because we’re to the point of having the question called here on final action. Let’s get it
straight here. Is there anything else we need to get clarity on?”
[JW asks each division and Law directly. No one brings up anything else. Motion passes, 6-0 (one
member absent)].

February 2011 board
JF. James Fall, ADF&G
LN. Lance Nelson, Alaska Department of Law
MS. Mike Smith, Board of Fisheries
VW. Vince Webster, chair, Board of Fisheries
KJ. Karl Johnstone, Board of Fisheries
[Following are quotations (in quotation marks) and summaries of statements from board members and
ADF&G and DOL staff at the February 2011 Alaska Board of Fisheries meeting pertaining to the
customary and traditional determination as it related to all salmon species and king salmon for the Yentna
River. The committee report was in RC 95, with substitute language on page 7.]
[JF gave an introduction to Proposal 103]: “I would first of all note that the original proposal addressed
three things. The C&T finding for the subsistence fishery. The ANS amount for the fishery. And the
harvest cap of 2,500 salmon reducing that to 500 salmon. The substitute language that is now before you
would modify the C&T finding but not repeal it to clarify that the C&T finding does not include king
salmon and would then add an ANS range for the fishery …”
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[MS references his comments on Proposal 102 (that addressed the Tyonek Subdistrict subsistence
fishery), and the board’s need to make an ANS finding for the Yentna River fishery.]
VW: “Do we need to, under “C, except for kings,” do we need to do another C&T? Do we need to do
C&T like we did last time?”
JF: “As we noted in our staff report, the board made a positive C&T finding for this fishery in 1998 and
this was after the Alaska Supreme Court remanded the decision back to the board. The Division of
Subsistence has no new information that pertains to the eight criteria for this fishery. I can go over more
detail if you like on what I mean by no information and what we generally provided before. At the time,
the finding that the board made in regulation was salmon in the Yentna drainage. It then adopted
regulations that excluded the harvest of king salmon from the subsistence fishery and that’s what the
revised language would do.”
VW: “So that’s what we’re hearing, is, basically, that’s what the board did. That’s why we don’t -- I’ll
get a clarification from Mr. Nelson.”
LN: “Mr. Chairman, I think Dr. Fall described it correctly. The finding itself said all salmon but at the
same time when they instituted the regulations they excluded king salmon from the fishing opportunity.
So, I don’t know, I don’t remember if I was at the meeting or not. I don’t know what the thinking was in
that but as far as I know, there haven’t been any complaints from the users in that area that they aren’t
allowed to catch king salmon, and so that’s about as much as I know.”
KJ: “It seems to me that if we don’t have any additional information that would change our C&T finding
that it would stand and if we don’t have any additional new information about whether they use the king
salmon or not, that would stand. That would be the approach I would like to take. I wonder if that legally
would be the proper approach, Mr. Nelson?”
LN: “The thing I worry about I guess is having a finding that says all salmon and then only allowing,
having regulations inconsistent with that only allowing the harvest of salmon other than king salmon. I
feel uncomfortable having that inconsistency, I guess, in the regulations. So that’s why we’re suggesting
that you look at that and make them consistent, one way or the other, I guess.”
KJ: “So as far as whether or not we have to go through the eight criteria for a C&T finding, in the
absence of any information we can let that stand? Is that correct?”
LN: “Yes. What’s new is that since 1998 we know what the harvest of salmon has been and that under
your regulations we know that that hasn’t included king salmon, because king salmon weren’t allowed.
What we aren’t able to furnish you is the exact reasoning of the board’s distinguishing king salmon and
excluding that from the harvest.”
VW: “So what I’m hearing is they did exclude it. We don’t know exactly why. But they already
excluded it. There’s no new information. So we have no reason to challenge their findings.”
LN: “That’s a reasonable interpretation.”
[ANS discussion follows]
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VW: “I just want to make sure, if there’s any objection, under “C. Except for king salmon.” Is it OK with
all of the board members to do this? Does anybody think that we have new information where we need to
address a C&T finding that the past board came up with? If I don’t see any objections then I think we can
safely say that everyone’s accepting this, “C. Except king salmon in the Yentna River drainage outside
Kenai Anchorage MatSu nonsubsistence area.” So if I don’t see any objections to this, then OK, now
let’s talk about the numbers.”
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APPENDIX B.– LOCAL COMMENTS AND CONCERNS FROM TECHNICAL PAPER
385: THE HARVEST AND USE OF WILD RESOURCES IN CANTWELL, CHASE,
TALKEETNA, TRAPPER CREEK, ALEXANDER/SUSITNA, AND SKWENTNA,
ALASKA


Skwentna:
From March 2–8, 2013, household surveys and key respondent interviews were completed in the
Skwentna CDP. One additional key respondent interview was conducted with a Skwentna
resident in Wasilla on March 26, 2013. Three key respondent interviews were conducted in
Skwentna. Two community review meetings were held in separate locations to allow for
increased participation on September 3–4, 2013.
Following is a summary of local observations of wild salmon populations and trends that were
recorded during the 2012 Division of Subsistence surveys in Skwentna. Some households did not
offer any additional information during the survey interviews, so not all households are
represented in the summary. In addition, respondents expressed their concerns about wild
resources during the community review meeting of preliminary data. These concerns have been
included in the summary.
o

Community residents reported that beginning in the mid-1990s they began to observe
declines in salmon returns in local rivers and streams, especially Chinook salmon.

o

Today, sockeye salmon and coho salmon are the primary species sought by the
community.

o

Some respondents reported observations that Chinook salmon runs remain healthy in the
Talachulitna River and the Skwentna River, but that numbers have dropped off severely
in many other tributaries of the Yentna and Skwentna rivers.

o

Skwentna respondents believed that the primary cause of salmon declines in the area is
historical overharvesting by both the commercial and sport fisheries.

o

Additionally, respondents believed that demand for Chinook salmon in the Susitna Basin
sport fishery has become unsustainable in recent years and many respondents said that
they have chosen not to participate in the fishery any longer because of excessive
crowding by non-local sport fishermen in pursuit of Chinook salmon.
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APPENDIX C.–CUSTOMARY AND TRADITIONAL USE WORKSHEET FROM 1998
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APPENDIX D.–ALASKA BOARD OF FISHERIES COMMITTEE REPORT:
SUBSISTENCE AND COMMERCIAL FISHING, FEBRUARY 2011
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APPENDIX E.– ADF&G STAFF COMMENTS ON THE PETITION
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John Jensen, Chair

April 12, 201S

At this time, the department does not believe there is an unforeseen or unexpected .e\·ent that threatens a
fish resource. Tue department also does not believe there is ~ unforeseen, unexpected resource situation
where a biologically allowable resource harvest would be precluded by delayed xegulatory action.

Summary
The departtnent believes it is unlikely that a finding of emergency under 5 .•,.AC 96.625(!) would be
satisfied by this petition. Tue board last heard a request for a review of the C&T use determination for
king salmon at the 2011 Upper Cook Inlet meeting. At that time the board was pro,ided copies of
-e.xisting C&T use information for Yentna River salmon from the 199S board meeting and was informed
that no De\V information \Vas; available, and then excluded king salmon from the positive fmding for
salmon and set an A..NS of 400-700 salmon, other than king salmon. Although a proposal submitted in
2014 sought to extend the subsistence fis hery season, no proposals asking for a C&T use determination
for king s.almon in the Upper Yenma River subsistence saJmon fishery were submitted for the 2014 or
2017 Upper Cook Inlet meetings. Given this history, the department does not b elieve it is unforeseen or
unexpected that king salmon in the Upper Yentna River subsistence salmon ftshery are excluded from
the C&T use determination (which has been true since 2011), nor that it is unforeseen or unexpected that
king salmon ~ e not permitted to be taken under subsistente fishing regulations in this fis hery- king
salmon have never been allowed to be taken in this subsistenc-e fishery.
The dep:utment also does not believe it is unforeseen or une.xpected that the king salmon run for the
Susitna River drainage, including the Yentna River drainage, is expected to be poor, potentially worse
than 2017. King salmon sport fishing restrictions have been implemented either preseason or inseason
annually since 2012 to achieve escapement goals. In ~dition, the departtnent does not believe a
biologically allowable harvest of king salmon in this fishery would be precluded by delayed regulatory
action. The departtnent has alre~dy implemented restrictions or closures prohibiting any harvest of king
s.almon in the Susitna River sport fishery for 201S. These actions \vere taken given that the dep41tDlent
believed there would be no harvestable SU1plus of king salmon in the Susima River drainage in 201S.
cc:

Sam C-otten, C-ommissioner
Glenn Haigh~ E.xecutive Director, Boards Support Section
Forrest R. Bowers, Deputy Director, Division of Commercial Fisheries
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